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The Bold Type 3x01 Sneak Peek #2 "The New Normal" (HD)

The Bold Type 3x01 "The New Normal" Season 3 Episode 1 Sneak Peek #2 - Picking up right after the heartbreak, romances and uncertainties from the season two finale in Paris, Jane, Kat and Sutton are back in New York City and dealing with the aftermath of some major decisions. Scarlet Magazine brings in Patrick Duchand to run the digital branch, effectively knocking Jacqueline down to only running the print magazine. Meanwhile, Jane has picked her guy but is frustrated that a man is put in charge of a women’s magazine. Kat struggles to keep up happy appearances on social media and as a speaker at the Scarlet Summit while secretly suffering heartache. Sutton and Richard enjoy their romance in the limelight and discuss moving in together. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on Youtube for more The Bold Type season 3 promos in HD!



The Bold Type official website: https://freeform.go.com/shows/the-bold-type

Watch more The Bold Type Season 3 videos: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfrisy2KXzkcXZBd_suO7lf3Bnrm534Z1

Like The Bold Type on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheBoldTypeTV

Follow The Bold Type on Twitter: https://twitter.com/TheBoldTypeTV

Follow The Bold Type on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/TheBoldTypeTV



The Bold Type 3x01 Sneak Peek #2/Preview "The New Normal"

The Bold Type Season 3 Episode 1 Sneak Peek #2

The Bold Type 3x01 Sneak Peek #2 "The New Normal" (HD)



#TheBoldType



» Watch The Bold Type Tuesdays at 8:00pm on Freeform

» Starring: Katie Stevens, Aisha Dee, Meghann Fahy, Nikohl Boosheri



Contribute subtitle translations for this video: https://www.youtube.com/timedtext_video?v=T0XylsYUdB4
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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